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Abstract. An approach to rapid optimization of antennas using the shape-preserving response-prediction (SPRP) technique and coarse-

discretization electromagnetic (EM) simulations (as a low-fidelity model) is presented. SPRP allows us to estimate the response of the

high-fidelity EM antenna model, e.g., its reflection coefficient versus frequency, using the properly selected set of so-called characteristic

points of the low-fidelity model response. The low-fidelity model, corrected by means of SPRP, is subsequently used to predict the optimal

design. The design process is cost efficient because most operations are performed on the low-fidelity model. Performance of our technique

is demonstrated using a dielectric resonator antenna and two planar wideband antenna examples. In all cases, the optimal design is obtained

at a cost corresponding to a few high-fidelity simulations of the antenna under design.

Key words: antenna design, simulation-driven design, antenna optimization, shape-preserving response prediction, coarse-discretization

simulation.

1. Introduction

Design of antenna structures normally involves adjustment of

geometry parameters so that various requirements imposed

on the impedance bandwidth and radiation figures should be

satisfied. In many cases, such an optimization process neces-

sarily includes repetitive high-fidelity electromagnetic (EM)

simulations. The primary reason for the use of such simu-

lations is that “in practice” analytical models, if available,

can only yield initial designs that need to be further tuned

to meet design requirements [1–4]. Also interactions between

the antenna and its environment, e.g., feeding circuits, con-

nectors, installation platforms, device housing, etc. [1], affect

the antenna operation and have to be taken into account in the

design process. As a result, simulation-based antenna design

becomes increasingly important. As a matter of fact, it might

be the only systematic option for modern types of ultrawide-

band (UWB) antennas [1, 3] and dielectric resonator antennas

(DRAs) [2] where no straightforward procedures are available

that would result in antenna designs with prescribed reflection

and radiation responses.

Although necessary, EM-simulation-driven design may be

quite challenging. Perhaps the most fundamental obstacle is

a high-computational cost of accurate, high-fidelity antenna

simulation (up to a few hours per geometry). In particular,

straightforward design automation approaches by employing

the discrete EM solver directly in an optimization loop are

often turns to be impractical because conventional optimiza-

tion algorithms require large numbers of objective function

evaluations [5]. Numerical noise, which is always present in

EM-simulated responses, makes the problem even less feasi-

ble with the gradient-based algorithms.

Various meta-heuristic approaches have also been applied

to antenna design, including genetic algorithms [6–9], parti-

cle swarm optimizers [10–12], or ant colony systems [13].

Although these methods have certain advantages (e.g., han-

dling non-differentiable and multi-modal functions, global

search capability), they normally require massive amounts

of function evaluations and, therefore, are not recommend-

ed when high-fidelity EM simulations are used. It is worth

to mention that, differently from the technique presented

in this paper, the meta-heuristic algorithms do not allevi-

ate the costs of simulations embedded into the optimization

loop.

The efficient simulation-driven design can be realized us-

ing the surrogate-based optimization (SBO) concept [14, 15].

In SBO, the optimization burden is shifted to a surrogate

model, computationally cheap representation of the optimized

structure. There are two basic approaches to build the surro-

gate model: (i) approximation of the high-fidelity model data

(using, e.g., neural networks [16, 17], support-vector regres-

sion [18, 19], fuzzy systems [20, 21], Cauchy approxima-

tion [22], or kriging [23, 24]), and (ii) suitable correction of

a physics-based low-fidelity model (e.g., space mapping (SM)

[25–27], tuning [28, 29]). Approximation models are quite

versatile; however, they also require large sets of training data

which are normally acquired with substantial computational

effort. This sort of investment is justified for the multiple use

library models [16] but not quite for ad-hoc optimization. On

the other hand, reasonably accurate physics-based surrogates

can be created using a limited number of training points [25];

in some cases, even a single high-fidelity simulation can be

sufficient [30].
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Unfortunately, techniques such as space mapping and tun-

ing are not very suitable for antenna design. Space mapping

relies on a fast coarse model, typically, a circuit equivalent

[25, 27], whereas reliable circuit equivalents are not available

for many important types of antenna, e.g., for DRAs [1, 2],

UWB antennas [1, 3], and Yagi antennas [1, 4]. On the other

hand, simulation-based tuning is not directly applicable for

radiating structures.

In this paper, to realize computationally efficient anten-

na design, we adopt a recently published shape-preserving

response prediction (SPRP) technique [30]. SPRP is utilized

to create a reliable surrogate model of the antenna by align-

ing the simulation results of its coarsely-discretized model

(low-fidelity model) with that obtained through high-fidelity

EM simulation. The surrogate serves as a prediction tool that

estimates the optimal geometry of the high-fidelity model.

In this correction-prediction scheme, most of the operations

are performed on the coarse-discretization model so that the

total design cost is low and typically corresponds to a few

evaluations of the high-fidelity antenna model. Also, unlike

space mapping, SPRP does not use a parameter extraction

step, which allows us to maintain low design costs even if the

low-fidelity antenna model is relatively expensive. Our ap-

proach is demonstrated through the design of two wideband

planar antennas and a dielectric resonator antenna.

2. Antenna design using shape-preserving

response prediction

In this section, we formulate the antenna design problem, dis-

cuss the generic surrogate-based optimization algorithm, as

well as describe the SPRP technique.

2.1. Formulation of the design problem. It is convenient to

formulate the antenna design task as a nonlinear minimization

problem of the form

x
∗

f = arg min
x

U (Rf (x)) , (1)

where Rf (x) ∈ Rm denotes the response vector, e.g., |S11|
over a frequency range of interest, evaluated using accurate

full-wave EM simulation; x ∈ Rn is a vector of design vari-

ables (e.g., relevant geometry parameters of the antenna); U

is a given objective function (e.g., typically minimax [5]) de-

fined so that better design x corresponds to smaller values of

U (R(x)).

2.2. Surrogate-based optimization. We assume that high-

fidelity EM simulation of the optimized antenna is computa-

tionally expensive so that solving (1) directly is impractical.

Instead, we would like to use the surrogate-based optimization

(SBO) approach [14, 15, 24], where a sequence of approxi-

mate solutions to (1) is obtained using the iterative procedure:

x
(i+1) = argmin

x
U

(

R
(i)
s (x)

)

. (2)

Here, R
(i)
s is the surrogate model at iteration i, whereas x

(i+1)

is the approximate solution to (1) obtained by optimizing R
(i)
s .

The surrogate is constructed using the low-fidelity model Rc:

a less accurate but computationally cheap representation of

the high-fidelity model Rf .

The main idea behind (2) is that – for a properly working

SBO algorithm – the high-fidelity model is only evaluated

a few times (preferably even once) per iteration, and the sur-

rogate model is fast. As a result, the overall computational

cost of the SBO process (2) might be substantially lower than

the cost of solving (1) directly using any conventional (e.g.,

gradient-based) optimization algorithm.

2.3. Coarse-discretization electromagnetic models. The

SBO techniques might be particularly efficient with the

physics-based low-fidelity models such as space mapping [25,

27] or simulation-based tuning [29]. However, the area of ap-

plication of these methods is limited to the problems where

fast circuit equivalents are readily available, e.g., in the case

of microstrip filters [25–27]. In antenna design, reliable ana-

lytical or circuit models are often unavailable, particularly for

DRA antennas [2].

The realization of the SBO concept for the antenna de-

sign requires another type of low-fidelity models. The only

versatile candidate seems to be the low-fidelity model which

is originated from coarse-discretization EM simulations. This

type of low-fidelity model is universally available since it can

be implemented with the same solver as the one evaluating the

high-fidelity model by applying relaxed mesh requirements.

One disadvantage of the coarse-discretization models is that

they are relatively expensive: typically, the evaluation time ra-

tio of the high- and low-fidelity model spans from 5 to 50.

This means that any algorithm exploiting coarse-discretization

models should be designed to reduce not only the number

of high-fidelity model evaluations but also low-fidelity ones.

With this respect, space mapping may not be a good choice

because of its parameter extraction step [5], which typically

requires a large number of low-fidelity model calls.

2.4. Shape-Preserving Response Prediction (SPRP). Here,

we construct the surrogate model for the SBO scheme (2) us-

ing the SPRP technique [30]. Unlike space mapping, SPRP

does not use any extractable parameters and it is typically

very efficient: in many cases [30] only two or three iterations

are sufficient to yield a satisfactory design.

SPRP assumes that the change of the high-fidelity model

response due to the adjustment of the design variables can be

predicted using the actual changes of the low-fidelity mod-

el response. Here, this property is ensured by the low-fidelity

model being the coarse-mesh simulation of the same structure

that represents the high-fidelity model.

The change of the low-fidelity model response can be de-

scribed by the translation vectors corresponding to so-called

characteristic points of the model’s response. These transla-

tion vectors are subsequently used to predict the change of the

high-fidelity model response with the actual response of Rf

at the current iteration point, Rf (x(i)), treated as a reference.

Figure 1a shows an example low-fidelity model response,

|S11| versus frequency, at the design x
(i), as well as the
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coarse model response at some other design x. The respons-

es come from the dielectric resonator antenna considered in

Subsec. 3.1. Circles denote characteristic points of Rc(x(i)),
selected here to represent |S11| = −10 dB, |S11| = −15 dB,

and the local |S11| minimum. Squares denote corresponding

characteristic points for Rc(x), while line segments represent

the translation vectors (“shift”) of the characteristic points of

Rc when changing the design variables from x
(i) to x.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1. SPRP concept: a) Low-fidelity model response at the design

x
(i), Rc(x(i)) (solid line), the low-fidelity model response at x, Rc(x)

(dotted line), characteristic points of Rc(x(i)) (circles) and Rc(x)

(squares), and the translation vectors (short lines); b) high-fidelity

model response at x
(i), Rf (x(i)) (solid line) and the predicted high-

fidelity model response at x (dotted line) obtained using SPRP based

on characteristic points of Fig. 1a; characteristic points of Rf (x(i))
(circles) and the translation vectors (short lines) were used to find the

characteristic points (squares) of the predicted high-fidelity model re-

sponse; low-fidelity model responses Rc(x(i)) and Rc(x) are plotted

using thin solid and dotted line, respectively

The high-fidelity model response at x can be predicted

using the same translation vectors applied to the correspond-

ing characteristic points of the high-fidelity model response at

x
(i), Rf (x(i)). This is illustrated in Fig. 1b. Figure 1c shows

the predicted high-fidelity model response and the actual high-

fidelity model response at x. Rigorous and more detailed for-

mulation of the SPRP technique can be found in [30].

3. Antenna design using SPRP: test cases

In this section we present three antenna design examples

where the geometry parameters are adjusted using the SPRP

methodology described in Sec. 2. We consider a dielectric

resonator antenna, a wideband microstrip antenna, as well as

an ultrawideband dipole antenna.

3.1. Dielectric resonator antenna. Consider a rectangular

DRA installed at a ground plane and operating at the TEδ11

mode [2], see Fig. 2 for its geometry. The DRA is fed with a

50 ohm microstrip through a slot made in the ground plane.

The design variables are x = [ax ay az ay0 us ws ys]
T ,

where ax, ay , and az are dimensions of the dielectric res-

onator (DR) brick, ay0 stands for the shift of the DR cen-

ter in Y-direction relative to the slot center, us is the slot

width, ws is the lot length, and ys is the length of the mi-

crostrip stub. Relative dielectric constant and loss tangent of

the DR are 10 and 1e-4 respectively. Substrate is 0.5 mm thick

RO4003C material [31]. The width of the microstrip signal

trace is 1.17 mm. Metallization of the trace and ground is

with 50 µm copper.

a) b)

Fig. 2. DRA [2]: a) top and b) side views

The design objective for reflection coefficient is to obtain

|S11| ≤ −10 dB for at least 8% fractional bandwidth cen-

tered at 5.5 GHz (5.28 GHz to 5.72 GHz). The initial design

is x
(0) = [8.0 14.0 8.0 0.0 1.7 8.4 8.3]T mm, and it is

obtained for 5.5 GHz with available design guidelines and

data curves of [2]. However, this initial design does not meet

the specifications (dot and dash lines in Fig. 3). The design

requirements concerning the DRA radiation are the follow-

ing: realized gain not less than 3 dB for zero zenith angle,

and realized gain in directions down the substrate (back ra-

diation) not greater than −15 dB, both over the frequencies

where |S11| meets the matching specifications. In the opti-

mization process, only the |S11| requirements are handled di-

rectly (through the objective function), whereas the radiation
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requirements are treated as constraints and included into the

objective function through appropriate penalty terms.

a)

b)

Fig. 3. DRA: a) high- (dashed line) and low-fidelity fidelity mod-

el response (dotted line) at the initial design x
(0), and high-fidelity

(solid line) model response at the final design; b) realized gain of the

DRA at the final design: for zenith angle of 0◦ (thick solid line); and

back radiation, zenith angles of 135◦ (positive Y -direction, thin solid

line), 180◦ (right down, dash line), and 135◦ (negative Y -direction

dash-dot line). Design constrains over the bandwidth are shown with

the upper horizontal line of the 3 dB level, and lower line of the

−15 dB level

The high-fidelity model Rf is simulated using the CST

MWS transient solver [32] (505.250 mesh cells at the initial

design, 10 min 47 s of the run time). The low-fidelity mod-

el Rcd is also evaluated in the same solver but with coarser

discretization (14,800 mesh cells at x
(0), 24 seconds). The

final design x
(2) = [8.2 14.2 8.3 0.0 1.8 9.4 7.6]T mm

is obtained after two iterations of the SPRP algorithm with

the total cost corresponding to about seven evaluations of the

high-fidelity model (Table 1). Figure 3a shows the reflection

of Rf at both the initial and the final design, as well as the

response of Rcd at x
(0). Figure 3b shows the realized gain of

the antenna at the final design.

Table 1

Dielectric resonator antenna: optimization cost

Algorithm

component

Number
of model

evaluations

Evaluation time

Absolute

[min]

Relative

to Rf

Evaluation of R
∗

cd
105 × Rcd 42 3.9

Evaluation of R
#
f

3 × Rf 32 3.0

Total optimization time N/A 74 6.9
∗ Includes optimization of SPRP surrogate (based on Rcd).
# Includes evaluation of Rf at the initial design.

3.2. Wideband microstrip antenna. Consider an antenna

shown in Fig. 4 [33] where x = [l1 l2 l3 l4 w2 w3 d1 s]T

are the design variables. Multilayer substrate is ls × ls
(ls = 30 mm). The antenna stack (bottom-to-top) compris-

es: metal ground, 0.813 mm thick RO4003, microstrip trace

(w1 = 1.1 mm), 1.905 mm thick RO3006 and a trace-to-patch

via (r0 = 0.25 mm), driven patch, 3.048 mm thick RO4003,

and four patches at the top. The antenna stack is fixed with

four M1.6 bolts at the corners (u = 3 mm). Metallization is

with thick 50 µm copper. Feeding is through an edge mount

50 ohm SMA connector with the 10 mm × 10 mm × 2 mm

flange.

The design objective is |S11| ≤ −10 dB for 3.1 GHz to

4.8 GHz. Realized gain not less than 5 dB for the zero zenith

angle is an optimization constrain over the frequency band.

The initial design is x
init = [−4 15 15 2 15 15 20 2]T mm.

Fig. 4. Wideband microstrip antenna: top and side views. The dash-

dot line in the top view shows the magnetic symmetry wall (XOY)

Both the high-fidelity model Rf (2,334,312 mesh cells at

the initial design, 160 minutes of the evaluation time) and

the low-fidelity model Rcd (122,713 mesh cells, 3 min of the

evaluation time) are simulated using the CST MWS transient

solver [32].

Here, the first step is to find the rough optimum of Rcd,

x
(0)=[−4.91 15.15 15.07 2.56 14.21 14.23 21.07 2.67]T mm.

The computational cost of this step is 82 evaluations of Rcd

(which corresponds to about 1.5 evaluations of the high-

fidelity model). Figure 5a shows the responses of Rf at x
init

and x
(0), as well as the response of Rcd at x

(0).

The final design x
(4) = [−5.21 15.38 15.57 2.58 14.41

13.73 21.07 2.067]T mm (|S11| ≤ −11 dB for 3.1 GHz to

4.8 GHz, Fig. 5b is obtained after four iterations of the SPRP-

based optimization. The gain of the final design is shown in

Fig. 5c which illustrates that the maximum of radiation points

along the zero zenith angle closely over the bandwidth of in-
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terest. The total design cost corresponds to about 10 evalua-

tions of the high-fidelity model (Table 2).

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 5. Wideband microstrip antenna: a) high-fidelity model response

(dashed line) at the initial design x
init, and high- (solid line) and

low-fidelity (dotted line) model responses at the approximate low-

fidelity model optimum x
(0); b) high-fidelity model |S11| at the final

design; c) realized gain at the final design for the zero zenith angle

(solid line, XOZ co-pol.) and realized peak gain (dash line). Design

constrain is shown with the horizontal line at the 5 dB level

Table 2

Wideband microstrip antenna: optimization cost

Algorithm

component

Number
of model

evaluations

Evaluation time

Absolute

[hours]

Relative

to Rf

Evaluation of R
∗

cd
289 × Rcd 14.4 5.4

Evaluation of R
#
f

5 × Rf 13.3 5.0

Total optimization time N/A 27.7 10.4
∗ Includes optimization of Rcd and optimization of SPRP surrogate.
# Excludes evaluation of Rf at the initial design.

3.3. Planar UWB dipole antenna. Consider a planar anten-

na shown in Fig. 6. It consists of a planar dipole as the main

radiator element and two additional strips. The design vari-

ables are x = [l0 w0 a0 lp wp s0]
T . Other dimensions are fixed

to: a1 = 0.5 mm, w1 = 0.5 mm, ls = 50 mm, ws = 40 mm,

and h = 1.58 mm. Substrate material is Rogers RT5880 [34].

Fig. 6. UWB dipole antenna geometry: top and side views. The dash-

dot lines show the electric (YOZ) and the magnetic (XOY) symmetry

walls. The 50 ohm source impedance is not shown at the figure

The high-fidelity model Rf of the antenna structure

(10,250,412 mesh cells at the initial design, evaluation time

of 44 minutes) is simulated using the CST MWS transient

solver [32]. The design objective is to obtain |S11| ≤ −12 dB

for 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz. The initial design is x
init =

[20 10 1 10 8 2]T mm. The low-fidelity model Rcd is al-

so evaluated in CST but with coarser discretization (108,732

cells at x
init, evaluated in 43 seconds).

For this example, the approximate optimum of Rcd, x
(0) =

[18.66 12.98 0.526 13.717 8.00 1.094]T mm, is found as the

first design step. The computational cost is 127 evaluations of

Rcd, it corresponds to about two evaluations of Rf . Figure 7a

shows the reflection responses of Rf at both x
init and x

(0),

as well as the response of Rcd at x
(0).

a)

b)

Fig. 7. UWB dipole antenna reflection response: a) high-fidelity mod-
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el response (dashed line) at the initial design x
init, and high- (solid

line) and low-fidelity (dotted line) model responses at the approxi-

mate low-fidelity model optimum x
(0); b) high-fidelity model |S11|

at the final design

The final design x
(2) = [19.06 12.98 0.426 13.52 6.80

1.094]T mm (|S11| ≤ −13.5 dB for 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz)

is obtained after two iterations of the SPRP-based optimiza-

tion with the total cost corresponding to about 7 evaluations

of the high-fidelity model (see Table 3). Figure 7b shows the

reflection response and Fig. 8 shows the gain response of the

final design x
(2).

Fig. 8. UWB dipole antenna at the final design: IEEE gain pattern

(×-pol.) in the XOY plane at 4 GHz (thick solid), 6 GHz (dash-dot

line), 8 GHz (dash line), and 10 GHz (solid line)

Table 3

UWB dipole antenna: optimization cost

Algorithm

component

Number
of model

evaluations

Evaluation time

Absolute

[min]

Relative

to Rf

Evaluation of R
∗

cd
233 × Rcd 167 3.8

Evaluation of R
#
f

3 × Rf 132 3.0

Total optimization time N/A 299 6.8

∗ Includes initial optimization of Rcd and optimization of SPRP surrogate.
# Excludes evaluation of Rf at the initial design.

3.4. Discussion. The presented examples demonstrated effi-

ciency of the shape-preserving response prediction technique

for adjusting geometry parameters of antenna structures. An

important advantage of the SPRP technique is that its surro-

gate model does not use any extractable parameters so that the

computational overhead related to multiple evaluations of the

low-fidelity model is limited, compared to, e.g., space map-

ping. This is important because low-fidelity antenna models

are typically relatively expensive as discussed in Subsec. 2.3.

In all examples the optimized design was obtained at the

cost corresponding to a few evaluations of the high-fidelity

model (7 to 10, depending on the example). Having in mind

that finding a rough optimum of the low-fidelity model re-

quired about 80–130 Rcd evaluations (again, depending on

the example), the cost of direct high-fidelity model optimiza-

tion can be estimated as 200 or more Rf evaluations. This

means that the design using the SPRP technique results in

time saving at the level of 95% that is significant.

4. Conclusions

Computationally efficient simulation-driven design optimiza-

tion of antennas was presented. Our approach combines

coarse-discretization EM antenna models with the shape-

preserving response prediction technique to create a fast

and yet accurate surrogate that replaces the original, high-

fidelity antenna model in the design process. We demonstrat-

ed three design cases: dielectric resonator antenna, wideband

microstrip antenna, and UWB dipole antenna. In all cases,

the optimized design was found at the cost corresponding to

a few evaluations of the high-fidelity antenna model.
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